Future molecular approaches to the diagnosis and treatment of glomerular disease.
Current diagnoses and treatment decisions for renal disease are made based upon a combination of clinical and pathological determinations. With the advances in both biochemical and molecular biological techniques, identifying the underlying biochemical and genetic changes that may have initiated and/or contributed to the disease is possible. We describe here technologies that may lead to significant changes in renal disease diagnosis, characterization, treatment, and potentially prevention. For example, differential display techniques and DNA gene chip arrays show the changes in mRNA expression patterns and can potentially identify previously unknown genes and reveal new roles for previously known genes in renal disease. The generation of the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) genomic map will facilitate genetic screening that may identify a gene or combination of genes that produce enhanced disease susceptibility. Combining genomic analysis with epidemiological studies may identify environmental factors that contribute to renal disease onset in genetically susceptible individuals. A number of novel therapies are already on the horizon. These include reagents that abrogate the function of specific cytokines, chemokines, and effector cells. With the list of renal disease genes in hand, their role in renal physiology and pathophysiology can be determined, which should lead to the discovery of pharmacological intervention directed at those genes and their products that play a role in the pathogenesis of renal disease.